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Distributed query processing is an effective means for processing large amounts of data. To abstract from the
technicalities of distributed systems, algorithms for operator placement automatically distribute sequential
data queries over the available processing units. However, current algorithms for operator placement focus on
performance and ignore privacy concerns that arise when handling sensitive data.
We present a new methodology for privacy-aware operator placement that both prevents leakage of
sensitive information and improves performance. Crucially, our approach is based on an information-flow
type system for data queries to reason about the sensitivity of query subcomputations. Our solution unfolds in
two phases. First, placement space reduction generates deployment candidates based on privacy constraints
using a syntax-directed transformation driven by the information-flow type system. Second, constraint solving
selects the best placement among the candidates based on a cost model that maximizes performance. We
verify that our algorithm preserves the sequential behavior of queries and prevents leakage of sensitive data.
We implemented the type system and placement algorithm for a new query language SecQL and demonstrate
significant performance improvements in benchmarks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Language-integrated queries address the impedance mismatch between the database query lan-
guages and conventional programming languages (Copeland and Maier 1984). Prior research on
language-integrated queries has focused on syntactic and translational aspects, ensuring that appli-
cation developers can author queries in the language and the compiler translates those language-
integrated queries into proper database queries (Cheney et al. 2013). In this paper, we argue and
demonstrate that language-integrated queries provide advantages beyond syntactic integration.
Specifically, we show how language-integrated queries enable query-aware static analysis within
and across queries, and we show how these analysis results can be used during context-aware
query compilation. This way, our language-integrated queries enable privacy-aware distributed
operator placement.
A major challenge to achieve high performance in a distributed system is utilizing all available
processing units to their full extent, taking load balancing, latency, and bandwidth into account.
In particular, systems that solve the operator placement problem (Cugola and Margara 2013; Lak-
shmanan et al. 2008) translate high-level descriptions of sequential computations into efficient
distributed computations providing a high-level language-based interface to distributed systems. In
this paper, we consider operator placement from the perspective of data privacy.
While it is relatively easy to secure communication channels in a distributed system, it is virtually
impossible to protect sensitive data unless one controls the machine and can prevent a concurrent
process, the OS, or the hardware from leaking information. However, requiring full control over the
execution environment for ensuring privacy contradicts the trend towards cloud-based computing
services where third parties provide processing units on demand. Data privacy issues also occur
due to legal circumstances that require data to remain within a geographical region or legal body.
The main contribution of this paper is a two-phase algorithm for automated privacy-aware
operator placement of language-integrated queries over relational data. The first phase, placement
space reduction, generates deployment candidates that do not violate privacy constraints. The
second phase finds the best placement based on a cost model. Placement space reduction depends
on three pieces of information: (1) on the sensitivity of the source relations, where we allow each
column to declare a different sensitivity, for example, to differentiate between a person’s name,
home address, and bank account; (2) on the privilege of the involved processing units, which
determines what data may be forwarded where; and (3) on the information flow of the query,
because privacy concerns only arise where sensitive data can flow to a non-privileged processing
unit.
The second phase, cost model placement, is based on metrics from the system (we consider the
case of link bandwidth and CPU load, but the approach can easily be extended to other metrics
such as latency). The selectivity of operators indicates the ratio between the amount of input and
output data for each operator and is obtained via monitoring. The cost model placement receives a
set of candidate deployments from placement space reduction and a system specification including
the selectivity of operators to find the optimal placement using constraint solving.
Our approach derives an operator placement that is provably correct: it preserves the sequential
behavior and never leaks sensitive data. To reason about the flow of information through language-
integrated queries, we have developed a query-aware static taint analysis in form of an information-
flow type system, building on previous work on information flow (e.g., by Myers (1999); Volpano
et al. (1996)). Our type system tracks the taint of each column individually and is parametric
in the language used for defining projections and selections. An important challenge our type
system solves is correctly tracking taints when a projection aggregates data from different columns
and when a selection correlates data from different columns. We use the type system to derive
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the information flow of the input query accurately and to reason about the correctness of the
placement algorithm. Our approach has a deeper integration than existing LINQs. Specifically,
the information-flow type system is language-integrated, calling upon an information-flow type
system of the host language. For example, in SecQL, it is essential that we obtain taint information
about projection and selection functions, which are written in Scala.
The fundamental contribution of this work is that, for the first time, we tackle the operator
placement problem using language-based techniques. Crucially, our approach allows us to reason
about placement with the same formalism that specifies the information flow and formally derive
correctness properties. Yet, thanks to the two-step approach, we still retain the advantages of
placement based on metrics, which come into play in the second phase.
We have implemented our type system and privacy-aware operator placement algorithm for a
language-integrated query language called SecQL1 in Scala. Based on the result of the operator
placement, we distribute input queries using Akka actors (Akka 2019) with asynchronous message
passing. We have evaluated SecQL on a benchmark suite of business-oriented ad-hoc queries
inspired by TPC-H (TPC 2019), as well as on a case study for a hospital information system which
we introduce in the following Section. The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We identify and discuss interactions between data privacy and operator placement for dis-
tributed queries (Section 2).
• We develop a query-aware static taint analysis to reason about the flow of sensitive information
(Section 3).
• We design a two-step mechanism for privacy-aware operator placement amenable to formal
proof ś that it preserves the original query behavior and does not leak sensitive data. The first
step (Section 4), formalized as a code transformation, receives a query’s information flow as
input and outputs a set of constraints for the second step (Section 5), based on a cost model to
account for performance.
• We demonstrate the applicability of our approach with performance benchmarks and a case
study (Section 6 and Section 7). Privacy-aware operator placement (1) decreases query run
time by up to 97% in comparison to a privacy preserving deployment, which does not use our
deployment logic in a suite of business oriented ad-hoc queries, and (2) the performance is
comparable to a non-private, optimal placement demonstrating that our approach can provide
privacy almost for free in a number of realistic use cases.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 motivates key issues of privacy-aware
operator placement and provides an informal overview of SecQL, including its operator placement
algorithm. Section 3 formalizes SecQL’s taint analysis using a type system. In Section 4, we formalize
SecQL’s privacy-aware operator placement algorithm and prove key theorems. In Section 5, we
describe constraint resolution with a cost model. Section 6 provides an overview of SecQL’s
implementation. In Section 7, we present an experimental evaluation of SecQL. Section 8 reviews
related work, and Section 9 concludes.
2 SECQL AND PRIVACY-AWARE PLACEMENT
We use a running example of a hospital information system to motivate and introduce our approach.
In the hospital, the clinical database PatientDB stores information about the current patients in the
hospital. The KnowledgeDB database contains data of case reports (symptoms and corresponding
diagnoses, etc.). In addition, the PersonDB database provides general information about citizens.
We assume that all databases are running on different hosts. Their information can be combined to
1The implementation with the case studies and the benchmarks: https://github.com/stg-tud/SecQL/tree/OOPSLA19.
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1 val result = join((person, patient, knowledge) =>
2 patient.symps == knowledge.symps,
3 join((person,patient) => person.id == patient.id,
4 personDB,
5 patientDB
6 ),
7 selection(knowledge =>
8 knowledge.diagnosis == "Allergy",
9 knowledgeDB
10 ))
Join
patient.id = person.id
Join
patient.symps = knowledge.symps
KnowledgeDBPatientDB
Selection
knowledge.diagnosis = "Allergy"
Result
PersonDB
Fig. 1. Local query.
1 val result = join((person, patient, knowledge) =>
2 patient.symps == knowledge.symps,
3 join((person,patient) => person.id == patient.id,
4 remote(client, personDB),
5 remote(client, patientDB)
6 ),
7 selection(knowledge =>
8 knowledge.diagnosis == "Allergy",
9 remote(client, knowledgeDB)
10 )) KnowledgeDBHostPatientDBHost
Client
Join
patient.id = person.id
Join
patient.symps = knowledge.symps
KnowledgeDBPatientDB
Remote
to Client
Remote
to Client
Selection
knowledge.diagnosis = "Allergy"
Result
PersonDBHost
PersonDB
Remote
to Client
Fig. 2. Distributed query.
automatically find diagnoses and suggestions for the current patients, e.g., a doctor can request the
name of all patients that have symptoms that could point to allergy.
1 val result = SELECT (*)
2 FROM (personDB, patientDB, knowledgeDB)
3 WHERE ((person, patient, knowledge) =>
4 person.id == patient.id AND
5 patient.symps == knowledge.symps AND
6 knowledge.diagnosis == "Allergy")
For simplicity, in the running example we assume that each database only consists of a single table
(e.g., the PersonDB contains a PersonDB table) and use the terms database and table as equivalent in
the following.
2.1 Local Queries and Operator Placement
The query presented in the previous Section desugars to the expression in Figure 1 (left). Such
an expression corresponds to the relational algebra operator tree as shown in Figure 1 (right).
In the tree representation, the condition from the WHERE-clause has been split into three op-
erators: the selection knowledge.diagnosis == "Allergy" (close to the KnowledgeDB source), the join
person.id == patient.id, and the join patient.symps == knowledge.symps.
We now proceed with distributing the operators in the query above across multiple machines
(e.g., in a private cloud). To this end, we express distribution in the language. Please note that this
will be eventually performed automatically by our system and the user only has to specify the
location of the data sources and sink explicitly. We introduce the remote operator, which is placed
together with a query in a subexpression on a different machine and creates a remote link to its
parent operator. For example, remote(toHost, q) places the query q on a remote host such that the
host toHost receives the result of executing q. The location of the remote operator itself can be
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KnowledgeDBHostPatientDBHost
Client
Join
patient.id = person.id
Join
patient.symps = knowledge.symps
KnowledgeDBPatientDB
Remote
to Client
Remote
to Client
Selection
knowledge.diagnosis = "Allergy"
Result
PersonDBHost
PersonDB
Remote
to Client
(a) Put all operators on the client.
KnowledgeDBHostPatientDBHost
Client
Join
patient.id = person.id
Join
patient.symps = knowledge.symps
KnowledgeDBPatientDB
Remote
to PatientDBHost
Remote
to Client
Selection
knowledge.diagnosis = "Allergy"
Result
PersonDBHost
PersonDB
Remote
to PatientDBHost
(b) Aggregation on the PatientDB host.
KnowledgeDBHostPatientDBHost
Client
Join
patient.id = person.id
Join
patient.symps = knowledge.symps
KnowledgeDBPatientDB
Remote
to PatientDBHost
Remote
to Client
Selection
knowledge.diagnosis
= "Allergy"
Result
PersonDBHost
PersonDB
Remote
to PatientDBHost
(c) Selection on KnowledgeDB host.
KnowledgeDBHostPatientDBHost
Client
Join
patient.id = person.id
Join
patient.symps = knowledge.symps
KnowledgeDBPatientDB
Remote
to Client
Remote
to KnowledgeDBHost Selection
knowledge.diagnosis
= "Allergy"
Result
PersonDBHost
PersonDB
Remote
to PatientDBHost
(d) Privacy violation.
Fig. 3. Query tree distribution examples.
evaluated bottom-up, because the locations of the query tree leaves (the tables) are known. For
instance, the query shown before can be transformed adding the remote markers as in Figure 2 (left).
Here, we assume that every database is deployed on a different host and that all operators as well
as the result relation are placed on the client. For each table, there is a remote link to the client.
This corresponds to the distribution in Figure 2 (right), where hosts are illustrated by different
background boxes.
2.2 The Effect of Privacy on Operator Placement
The sensitivity of the information in the databases has an effect on the operator placement. For
example, if the hosts of PersonDB, PatientDB, and KnowledgeDB do not have access rights for each
other’s data, the only place where data can be aggregated is the client, as shown in Figure 3a.
This approach requires to (1) perform computation on the client and (2) transfer all data to the
client. The consequence is higher load and higher bandwidth consumption. For the other placement
examples in Figure 3, we assume the following privacy constraints for the tables. The information
in PatientDB is private, which means that only the client and the host of PatientDB should be able
to access the data. In contrast, KnowledgeDB and PersonDB contain more public data, which may
not only be shared with the client, but also with the host of PatientDB. In Figure 3 the taint of an
operator is indicated by colored squares and the permissions of a host by colored circles.
Less restrictive privacy constraints enable more placement choices. As shown in Figure 3b, the
data in PersonDB and KnowledgeDB can be transferred to the host of PatientDB, aggregated there,
and then sent to the client. This reduces the amount of computation that must be performed on the
client and the amount of data transferred over the network.
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Another alternative is to move the selection of the diagnosis (knowledge.diagnosis == "Allergy") to
the host of KnowledgeDB, as shown in Figure 3c. This approach further reduces network consump-
tion, because only the KnowledgeDB records on allergies are transferred to the host of PatientDB.
Some placements may not satisfy a given privacy configuration. For example, moving the join of
the field symps to the host of KnowledgeDB introduces a privacy violation, because that host would
then access data from PatientDB, which may not leak to the KnowledgeDB host (Figure 3d).
2.3 Privacy in SecQL
In SecQL, security classes (i.e. sensitivity) of data are specified by labels. Labels are assigned column-
wise. Each host can only read data with security classes when it has the corresponding permission.
SecQL extends relational algebra operators with new syntax for modeling aspects that concern
distribution and security. First, it is possible to specify the host on which a table lives. In the query
context, we specify which hosts exist via a map. The following code snippet demonstrates how to
associate labels to hosts:
implicit val queryContext = QueryEnvironment.create(Map(
host1 -> Set("green", "red")))
The implicit above assigns the green label and the red label to the host named host1. Developers can
also declassify a query to lower the security class of data. The following code snippet removes the
red label and the blue label from the security class of table1:
DECLASS (SELECT (*) FROM table1, "red", "blue")
The declassification can be used to lower the security class after an aggregation, in case the
programmer knows that no sensitive information is disclosed:
DECLASS (SELECT SUM (*) FROM t, "red")
The responsibility of declassification is on the developer, because it is generally an unsafe operation.
In the context of the hospital IT system, declassification can be used, for example, to efficiently
perform queries on anonymized data. The information-flow type system may fail to recognize
the anonymization step: then, it is necessary to manually declassify the data so that it can be
processed with fewer permissions. In general, declassification is a widely acknowledged important
functionality for this class of systems with a number of use cases (Myers and Liskov 1997; Zdancewic
2013). In SecQL, we assume that queries are written by a trusted administrator, and thus the usage
of declassification is always trusted. A discussion of related work, orthogonal to ours, aiming at
relaxing such assumption is in Section 8.
In our threat model, we assume that the client can access all data necessary to compute a query
result. Also, the assumption in SecQL is that a trusted administrator writes the SecQL program,
which is partitioned and distributed among the hosts in the system by our (trusted) distribution
engine. Hosts can be malicious and can try to access data resources that they are not allowed
to access. SecQL ensures that hosts cannot access data resources violating the specified access
control policies. As usual, we assume that entities in our system are labeled with sets of security
classes A ::= {a} that form a lattice. In this work, we consider a select-only attacker who cannot
run insert/update queries. Inserting data in the source databases requires authentication and is
not interesting for the operator placement problem, which is the focus of this work. For the same
reason, triggers are not part of the system model.
2.4 Placement
SecQL automatically finds optimal deployments for queries in a distributed system in a way that
satisfies privacy requirements. An overview of SecQL’s approach is shown in Figure 4.
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Query
Privacy Definitions
System Specification
Placement Space
Reduction
using the
Information-Flow
Type System
Operator Placement
Candidates
Cost Optimization
Algorithm
using the
Cost Model
and a Solver Library
Secure Placement
Decision
System Specification
Fig. 4. Overview of SecQL.
SecQL receives as input the user query, the privacy definitions and a system specification. The
query is optimized with standard techniques (e.g., pushing down selections) beforehand, which is
not further discussed in this work. The privacy definitions include the security classes, i.e. labels,
for all data sources and the host permissions. The system specification contains information about
the nodes’ resources.
The query is processed in two phases. First, placement space reduction generates all possible
deployments that do not violate the privacy constraints. The constraints are derived from the
system specification and the privacy definitions through the information-flow type system, which
evaluates the permissions that are needed to access the data processed by each operator. SecQL
ensures that all operators are deployed on hosts with sufficient permissions.
Second, cost model optimization considers the performance estimation for each deployment to find
the optimal deployment among all candidates. The cost of a deployment is defined by a combination
of bandwidth and machine resources usage (Section 5). The output is a single deployment that is
both optimal and secure.
3 SECQL INFORMATION FLOW
We formalize SecQL as an SQL-like core calculus with a denotational semantics. To track the flow
of source data through SecQL queries, we define a static taint analysis for our calculus in the form
of an information-flow type system.
3.1 SecQL Core Calculus
x ::= <name> Table identifier
l ::= <name> Column identifier
bv ::= <number> | <string> | . . . Base values
v ::= bv | {l = v } Values
tv = 2v Table values
q ::= tableref(x) | select(q, e) Queries
| project(q, e) | crossProduct(q, q)
| union(q, q) | intersect(q, q)
| difference(q, q)
e ::= <exp> Expressions
B ::= Number | String | . . . Base types
R ::= B | {l : R} Raw untainted types
Fig. 5. Syntax of SecQL’s core calculus.
Figure 5 shows the syntax of the SecQL core calculus. We assume globally scoped identifiers x
to identify tables, such as PersonDB and PatientDB in the previous Section. Column identifiers l
distinguish individual columns in those tables. Values v are either base values bv such as numbers,
or record values that assign base values or nested record values to columns. A table value consists
of a set of records, each representing a row in the table. The query language q is standard except
that we abstract over the expression language e used for programming projections and selections.
A notable omission of our core calculus is joins, which can be modeled using selections and cross
products.
As a reference, we present the denotational semantics of our calculus in Figure 6. The semantics
J·K of queries q is standard for relational algebra (Dyreson and Snodgrass 1998; Vassiliou 1979)
except that we abstract over the semantics J·Kexp of the expression language e . In the semantics
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J·K
exp
τ : e → Jτ K
J·K
exp
τ = . . . (left abstract)
J·KR : q → (x 7→ tv) → 2
R
Jtableref(x)KR(ρ) = ρ(x)
Jselect(q, e)KR(ρ) = {v | v ∈ JqKR(ρ), f = JeK
exp
R→Bool
, f (v)}
Jproject(q, e)KR2 (ρ) = {f (v) | v ∈ JqKR1(ρ), f = JeK
exp
R1→R2
}
JcrossProduct(q1, q2)K{l1 :R1 ,l2 :R2}(ρ) = {{l1 = v1, l2 = v2 } | v1 ∈ Jq1KR1(ρ), v2 ∈ Jq2KR2(ρ)}
Junion(q1, q2)KR (ρ) = Jq1KR (ρ) ∪ Jq2KR (ρ)
Jintersect(q1, q2)KR (ρ) = Jq1KR (ρ) ∩ Jq2KR (ρ)
Jdifference(q1, q2)KR (ρ) = Jq1KR (ρ) \ Jq2KR (ρ)
Fig. 6. Denotational semantics of SecQL’s core calculus.
a ::= <name> Taint identifier
A ::= {a} Taint set
T ::= B∼A | {l : T } Tainted types
q ::= . . . | declass(q, A) Declassification query
Fig. 7. Additional syntax for tainted types in SecQL.
taint : T → A
taint(B∼A) = A
taint({l : T }) =
⋃
taint(T )
· + · : T → A → T
(B∼A0) + A = B∼(A0 ∪ A)
{l : T } + A = {l : (T + A)}
raw : T → R
raw(B∼A) = B
raw({l : T }) = {l : raw(T )}
· − · : T → A → T
(B∼A0) − A = B∼(A0 \ A)
{l : T } − A = {l : (T − A)}
lift : R → T
lift(B) = B∼ ∅
lift({l : R}) = {l : lift(R)}
· ⊎ · : T × T → T
B∼A1 ⊎ B∼A2 = B∼(A1 ∪ A2)
{l : T1 } ⊎ {l : T2 } = {l : T1 ⊎ T2 }
_ ⊎ _ = undefined
Fig. 8. Auxiliary functions over tainted types.
of the selection operator, we use the semantics of the expression language to obtain a filtering
function f : R → Bool, and in the semantics of the projection operator, we use it to obtain a
mapping function f : R1 → R2.
3.2 Tainted Types
We define an information-flow type system for the SecQL core calculus to track the flow of sensitive
information. To this end, we introduce taint identifiers a that mark which privilege is required
for accessing the annotated information. Sets of taint identifiers A can occur as annotations on
base types B and our type system tracks taints through queries. Figure 7 introduces the relevant
additional syntax. As the Figure shows, we also introduce syntax to allow a query to declassify
sensitive information by removing taints A. While the type system takes declassification into
account, the dynamic semantics of SecQL simply ignore declassification:
Jdeclass(q,A)KR (ρ) = JqKR (ρ)
As usual in information-flow systems, the usage of declassification is controlled externally.
Before presenting the information-flow type system for SecQL, we first introduce a number of
auxiliary functions in Figure 8. Function raw and taint extract the raw type R and taint set A of a
tainted type T , respectively. Function lift maps a raw type R to a tainted type T with empty taint
sets throughout. Functions + and − take a tainted type T and add/remove a taint set A from all
taint annotations within T . Finally, function ⊎ combines the taints of two tainted types with the
same raw type or is undefined otherwise.
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For selection and projection, the type system depends on type checking and taint analysis for
the expression language e . To this end, we assume the existence of a function taintOfBase with the
following signature:
taintOfBase : e → T → A
Given expression e and tainted type T , taintOfBase computes the taint set corresponding to the
output values of e when fed a value of type T . That is, taintOfBase(e, T ) statically approximates
the taints required to compute JeKexp
R
(v) for all v ∈ JTK. Note that taintOfBase does not introduce
other taints than already defined in T , because the output values of e rely only on the input value
with type T . Thus, taintOfBase(e,T ) ⊆ taint(T ). Moreover, we assume the existence of a typing
judgment for expressions e:
⊩ e : R1 → R2
In practice, the typing judgment and taint analysis for expressions may be defined simultaneously
in a single function.
3.3 SecQL Information-Flow Type System
C(x) = T
C ⊢ tableref(x) : T
(T-Table)
C ⊢ q : T ⊩ e : raw(T ) → R
∀ l ∈ fields(R). Al = taintOfBase(λv . e(v).l, T )
∀ l ∈ fields(R). Sl = lift(R.l) + Al
C ⊢ project(q, e) : {l : Sl }l∈fields(R)
(T-Proj)
C ⊢ q1 : T1 C ⊢ q2 : T2 raw(T1) = raw(T2)
C ⊢ union(q1, q2) : T1 ⊎ T2
(T-Union)
C ⊢ q1 : T1 C ⊢ q2 : T2 raw(T1) = raw(T2)
C ⊢ difference(q1, q2) : T1 ⊎ T2
(T-Diff)
C ⊢ q : T ⊩ e : raw(T ) → Bool
A = taintOfBase(e , T )
C ⊢ select(q, e) : T + A
(T-Select)
C ⊢ q1 : T1 C ⊢ q2 : T2
C ⊢ crossProduct(q1, q2) : {l1 : T1, l2 : T2 }
(T-CProd)
C ⊢ q1 : T1 C ⊢ q2 : T2 raw(T1) = raw(T2)
C ⊢ intersect(q1, q2) : T1 ⊎ T2
(T-Intersect)
C ⊢ q : T
C ⊢ declass(q, A) : T − A
(T-Declass)
Fig. 9. Information-flow type system for SecQL.
We are now ready to discuss the information-flow type system for SecQL, which we show in
Figure 9. The typing relation is expressed by the typing judgment C ⊢ q : T . The environment
C : x 7→ T maps each source table to a (possibly) tainted type of table elements.
T-Table: The type of a table is provided by the environment C .
T-Select: The rule extends the taint of every column in type T with the taint set A ś the taints
of all T -fields that are used during the evaluation of e . This models the fact that information
about these fields can be gained by looking at any field of T after the selection operation.
Therefore, every field of T is now tainted by the fields that have been used in e .
T-Proj: We type check the subquery q and the well-typed expression e . To obtain tainting that
covers all information flows precisely, we call taintOfBase separately for each column value
in the result type R of e . To this end, we construct the auxiliary program (λv . e(v).l), which
represents that slice of e that solely computes the value for column l, and we obtain the
corresponding taint set Al for that column. From R.l and the taint set Al , we construct the
tainted type Sl and finally the return type of the projection operator.
T-CProd: The cross product creates a nested record that contains two columns l1 and l2, which
store values yielded by the left and right subquery, respectively. The taints of values within
the nested records do not change.
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T-Union, T-Intersect and T-Diff: The based operators can only be safely used when the raw
types of the subquery coincide. In these cases ⊎ is well-defined and combines the taints of T1
and T2 as to conservatively approximate the actual taint.
T-Declass: Declassification recursively removes all taints in A from the type T of the subquery.
Discussion. Our type system provides a specification for the information flow of SecQL queries.
The core language of our SecQL implementation is agnostic w.r.t. the base language. For T-Select
and T-Proj, we adopt a conservative approach in the implementation that considers the worst
case: To account for all potential correlations, the taint of all input fields is assigned to each field
in the output. A more accurate static analysis of e in select(q, e) and project(q, e) can determine
whether the output only depends on a subset of the fields in q and hence only the taint of those
fields should be propagated. We implemented the type system according to the rules above, plus
simple extensions to account for operators not included in the core calculus such as joins (Section 6).
In the next Section, we use the type system to inform privacy-aware operator placement and to
reason about the correctness of our placement algorithm.
4 PLACEMENT SPACE REDUCTION
We present the first step for privacy-aware operator placement. Placement space reduction selects
candidate placements based on the operator’s taint and based on the privilege of available machines.
We model the generation of candidate placements as a query transformation that adds placement
markers to the query. These markers signify machine boundaries in the deployed query. To reason
about deployed queries and the privilege of the available machines, we first define a few extensions
to SecQL. We then present the placements generation algorithm and verify its correctness.
4.1 Distributed SecQL
We make the following changes to the syntax of SecQL:
h ::= <name> Host identifier
q ::= ... | tableref(x, h) | remote(h, q) Queries
We use h to identify different host machines that are available for executing query operators. We
also extend the syntax of SecQL queries. First, we change table references to identify the host that
the table is initially deployed on. Second, we introduce placement markers remote(h,q) that signify
that the resulting data of q is passed from the host it is evaluated on to h.
To account for the new syntax, we extend the denotational semantics. However, since the
denotational semantics models the sequential behavior and is agnostic to distribution, the extension
is straightforward:
Jtableref(x, h)KR(ρ) = ρ(x)
Jremote(h, q)KR(ρ) = JqKR(ρ)
Next we extend the information-flow type system from above for distributed SecQL. This
extension is a little more involved because we need to propagate information about the permissions
of available machines. We capture this information in a privilege context P : h 7→ A that assigns
each available host a set of taint identifiers. Intuitively, if P(h) = A, then h may receive and
process any data whose taint is in A. Using the privilege context, we define a new typing judgment
P,C ⊢ q : T featuring the following two rules.
C(x) = T taint(T ) ⊆ P (h)
P ,C ⊢ tableref(x, h) : T
(T-Table)
P ,C ⊢ q : T taint(T ) ⊆ P (h)
P ,C ⊢ remote(h, q) : T
(T-Remote)
Rule T-Table ensures through its second premise that the host h, on which the table is deployed
on, has sufficient privilege. Since host h owns the table, we typically expect P to be selected such
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P ,C ⊢ tableref(x, h) ❀ tableref(x, h) |h
(Tr-Table)
P ,C ⊢ q ❀ q′ |h C ⊢ q : T
h′ , h ∧ T ⊆ P (h′)
P ,C ⊢ unOp(q, e) ❀ unOp(remote(h′, q′), e) |h′
(Tr-UnOp-2)
P ,C ⊢ q1 ❀ q
′
1 |h1 P ,C ⊢ q2 ❀ q
′
2 |h2
h1 , h2 P ,C ⊢ q2 : T2 taint(T2) ⊆ P (h1)
P ,C ⊢ binOp(q1, q2) ❀ binOp(q
′
1, remote(h1, q
′
2)) |h1
(Tr-BinOp-2)
P ,C ⊢ q ❀ q′ |h
P ,C ⊢ unOp(q, e) ❀ unOp(q′, e) |h
(Tr-UnOp-1)
P ,C ⊢ q1 ❀ q
′
1 |h1 P ,C ⊢ q2 ❀ q
′
2 |h2
h1 = h2
P ,C ⊢ binOp(q1, q2) ❀ binOp(q
′
1, q
′
2) |h1
(Tr-BinOp-1)
P ,C ⊢ q1 ❀ q
′
1 |h1 P ,C ⊢ q2 ❀ q
′
2 |h2
h1 , h2 P ,C ⊢ q1 : T1 taint(T1) ⊆ P (h2)
P ,C ⊢ binOp(q1, q2) ❀ binOp(remote(h2, q
′
1), q
′
2) |h2
(Tr-BinOp-3)
P ,C ⊢ q1 ❀ q
′
1 |h1 P ,C ⊢ q2 ❀ q
′
2 |h2
P ,C ⊢ q1 : T1 P ,C ⊢ q2 : T2
h′ , h1 ∧ h
′
, h2 ∧ taint(T1) ∪ taint(T2) ⊆ P (h
′)
P ,C ⊢ binOp(q1, q2) ❀ binOp(remote(h
′
, q′1), remote(h
′
, q′2)) |h
′
(Tr-BinOp-4)
Fig. 10. Algorithm: Select all secure deployments.
that this check succeeds. Rule T-Remote ensures through its second premise that the receiving
host h has sufficient privilege to accomodate the data produced by q. Finally, except for T-Table,
we adopt all type rules from Section 3.3 to the new judgment P,C ⊢ q : T by simply passing down
the privilege context P alongside C .
4.2 Placement Space Reduction Algorithm
We formalize the placement space reduction as query transformation that introduces placement
markers. The input is an operator tree. The query transformation algorithm outputs a set of
possible placements that satisfy the taint constraints. These candidate placements are later used by
an optimization phase to find the optimal placement.
We write P,C ⊢ q ❀ q′ | h to indicate that q is transformed to q′ given contexts P and C as
above. The result q′ contains a placement marker remote whenever data crosses from one host to
another, and q′ itself is deployed on host h. We require contexts P and C during placement in order
to call upon the typing judgment for queries when joining streams.
Algorithm. Figure 10 shows the algorithm. The rule Tr-Table retains a table on the host
h, on which it is deployed. Next, we have rules for each unary operator unOp in SecQL, i.e.,
unOp ∈ {select, project, declass}. The rule Tr-UnOp-1 only applies the placement rule recursively.
This means that the placement of the unary operator is the same as its child query. It is safe to deploy
the operator on the host h of the subquery q, because selection, projection, and declassification
do not introduce additional taints. Rule Tr-UnOp-2 states that we can also change the host if
there is at least one host h′ that has sufficient privilege. Finally, we have four rules for each binary
operator binOp ∈ {crossProduct, union, intersect, difference}. The rule Tr-BinOp-1 states that if
both children q1 and q2 are on the same host, the binary operator can also be placed on this host.
The rule Tr-BinOp-2 checks the case that the children are on different hosts, but the host of q1 has
the privilege to access the data of q2. In this case, we can add one remote link from the host of q2 to
the host of q1. The rule Tr-BinOp-3 is analogous to Tr-BinOp-2, but covers the case where the
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host of q2 can read the data of q1. The last rule Tr-BinOp-4 can be applied when we can find a host
h′ that has privilege to access q1 and q2 but hosts neither of those queries. In this case, we can place
the binary operator on the host h′ and add remote links for both children. Operator placement fails
in case no host can be found that has sufficient privilege. Note that, in the algorithm, the client is
treated just like another host.
4.3 Properties
We first introduce some preliminary definitions concerning subqueries and their deployment.
Definition 4.1. A query q1 is a (direct) subquery of a query q2 iff
q2 = select(q1, e), project(q1, e), ..., declass(q1,A). Sub(q) indicates the direct subqueries of q.
Sub(q)∗ is the set of direct and indirect subqueries of q, i.e., the reflexive transitive closure of
the Sub relation.
A deployment d defines a placement host for each subquery of a query q. The symbol ⊥ indicates
an undefined placement.
Definition 4.2. A deployment d : q → h of a query q is a mapping [qi 7→ h] such that
∀qi ∈ Sub(q)
∗
,d(qi ) , ⊥.
In a valid deployment, the initial placement of source tables is respected in the placement of the rest
of the query and the deployment of (sub)queries is consistent with the hosts that are syntactically
specified in the query via remote(h,qi ) terms.
Definition 4.3. A deployment d : [qi 7→ h] is valid for a query q iff
if q = tableref(x, h), then d(q) = h (i)
if q = remote(h,q1), then d(q) = h, d(q1) = h1, and d is valid for q1 (ii)
otherwise, ∀q′ ∈ Sub(q). d(q′) = d(q) and d is valid for q′ (iii)
The security property ensures that a (sub)query is never deployed on a server that does not have
sufficient rights to access the data.
Definition 4.4. A deployment d of a query q is secure according to a privilege context P iff ∀qi :
T ∈ Sub(q)∗. taint(T ) ⊆ P(d(qi ))
We can now define a sound deployment. Soundness ensures that a deployment is both consistent
with the structure of the query and secure.
Definition 4.5. A deployment d is sound for a query q according to a policy P iff it is valid and
secure.
It makes sense to distinguish cases for which a sound deployment can be found:
Definition 4.6. Policy P is feasible for a query q in C if
∀q′ ∈ Sub(q)∗ P,C ⊢ q′ : T ∃h.taint(T ) ⊆ P(h).
We first show that the transformation in Figure 10 preserves the type of the queries.
Theorem 4.7. Let q, q′ be queries such that P,C ⊢ q : T and P,C ⊢ q ❀ q′ |h. Then P,C ⊢ q′ : T
We state the theorem ensuring that the transformation in Figure 10 produces a sound deployment.
Theorem 4.8. If for a query q, P,C ⊢ q : T , a deployment produced by the transformation in
Figure 10 is sound.
Next, we look at a completeness property of the deployment algorithm:
Theorem 4.9. If P is feasible for a query q, P,C ⊢ q : T , then the algorithm in Figure 10 produces a
deployment d .
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Another requirement for the placement algorithm is that the transformed query evaluates to the
same result as the original query:
Theorem 4.10. Let q, q′ be queries such that P,C ⊢ q : T and P,C ⊢ q ❀ q′ |h.
Then it holds JqKraw(T )(ρ) = Jq
′Kraw(T )(ρ)
5 COST MODEL OPERATOR PLACEMENT
In this Section, we describe the second phase of our operator placement mechanism. We use the
result of the placement space reduction (Section 4) to narrow down the set of candidate placements
to a single one, based on metrics optimization. To find the optimal solution for the placement
problem, we formulate placement as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) (Section 5.1) augmented
with a cost function (Section 5.2).
CSPs are modeled by constraint networks. These are 3-tuples (V ,D,C), where V is a sequence
of decision variables, D is a sequence of domains for the respective variables, and C is a set of
constraints. A solution of a CSP assigns values from the domains D to their respective variables
V such that all constraints in C are satisfied. A constraint optimization problem (COP) augments
the constraint network by a cost function that needs to be minimized while still satisfying the
corresponding CSP.
5.1 Placement Constraints
Let q be a SecQL query with privileges P and environment C . We start by adding placement
constraints derived from the placement space reduction to the CSP. First, we identify each host
h ∈ H where H is the set of available hosts for q. Let O be the set of all operators that are present
in q. We introduce a decision variable op-varo for each operator o ∈ O . The value of op-varo ∈ H is
the host h on which the operator o is placed. From the placement space reduction phase, we obtain
a set of possible placements for q: For each operator o ∈ O , the placement space reduction phase
provides a set of candidate hosts Ho on which o can be placed:
Ho = {h ∈ H | P,C ⊢ o ❀ o
′ |h}
For each operator o, we add a constraint to enforce that it can only be placed on host h that is in
the corresponding set of candidate hosts Ho .
∨
h∈Ho
op-varo = h
As placement space reduction complies with the security constraints, the optimal placement is
secure as well.
5.2 Cost Model
Bandwidth. First, we consider minimizing the total bandwidth used by the query. For that, we
define the selectivity of an operator. The selectivity is the data that it produces relative to the data
it consumes. For example, a selection operator with selectivity of 0.5 outputs half as much data
as it consumes. Selectivity has been used for placement algorithms, e.g., by Zhou et al. (2006). We
statically approximate the selectivity selo based on the assumption that the groups of input data
for an operator are equally sized, e.g., selo = 0.5 for selection operators. We use the selectivity to
define the data that is sent over an outgoing link of an operator o relative to other operators:
data(o) =



1.0 if o = tableref(x,h) for some x,h
selo · data(o
′) if o = unOp(o′) or o = remote(h,o′) for some h
selo · (data(o
′
1) + data(o
′
2)) if o = binOp(o
′
1,o
′
2)
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For simplicity, we assume that the bandwidth of an outgoing link of a table is 1.0. For unary
operators, the bandwidth is the input bandwidth multiplied by the selectivity of the unary operator
ś binary operators are defined similarly.
We refer to the directed edges in the operator graph as links. Network bandwidth is consumed
by links between operators, which are placed on different nodes. Let (o,o′) ∈ L be a link from
operator o to operator o′, and L be the set of all links. Network bandwidth is only used when the
two operators o and o′ of a link (o,o′) are placed on different hosts, i.e., op-varo , op-varo′ . We
define the set B of all links in query q that are between two different hosts.
B = {(o,o′) | op-varo , op-varo′}
The bandwidth cost costbw for a query q is defined as the sum of the data sent over all links that
connect two different hosts for a deployment of q.
costbw =
∑
(o,o′)∈B
data(o)
Prioritized Placement. The next approach optimizes performance by placing operators on the
available host with the best processing capabilities adopting the model from Cardellini et al. (2017).
The processing capability cap(h) of a host h is a synthetic measure of its overall processing possi-
bility and it is, in the rest of the paper, assumed as part of the system specifications or obtained
experimentally, e.g., by monitoring. The function cap : H → R≥1 maps hosts to their capabilities;
higher values correspond to higher capabilities, e.g., if cap(h1) = 1.0 and cap(h2) = 2.0, h2 is twice
as fast as h1. When only considering processing capabilities, then the optimal host for an operator
o is the host that maximizes cap(op-varo). We combine multiple operators by summing them up
and use the inverse to transform the model into a minimization objective:
costprio =
∑
o∈O
1
cap(op-varo)
CPU Load Distribution. Another cost function aims to equally distribute the CPU load over the
available hosts. We define the cost of executing an operator o as loado ∈ R≥0: the bigger loado, the
more expensive it is to execute operator o. As the load of an operator is proportional to the amount
of data it processes, we define loado = ct · data(o) with a coefficient ct for the operator type t and
the estimate for the amount of processed data. We define the load on a host h as:
loadh =
∑
o∈O |op-varo=h
loado
Fair load distribution is achieved when the assigned load loadh is proportional to each host pro-
cessing capabilities cap(h). Overloaded hosts shall be penalized with a penalty that must be higher
than the benefit achieved for host under-loading. We achieve this result by squaring on the ratio of
loadh and cap(h). Thus, the total CPU load cost is:
costload =
∑
h∈H
(
loadh
cap(h)
)2
Intuitively, each summand is a measure of the deviation from the optimal load placed on a host.
The sum for all operators in a query is a measure of the unfairness of CPU utilization.
The formulas above exhibit different properties concerning the dependency between different
operator placements. costbw models dependency between distinct operator placements, because the
value data(o) depends on the placement of all operators that generate traffic on the link o,o′ ∈ O .
In costload , operator placement decisions depend on each other as well, because processing power
is treated as a resource that is consumed by the execution of operators. So, placing an operator
on a node, lowers the probability that another operator is placed on the same node. Dependent
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placement decisions are more accurate, but the explanation of a placement decision requires one to
consider the whole placement plan. In contrast, independent placement decisions can be explained
to users more easily. costprio models this objective independently by assuming that a placement
candidate h with the best capabilities cap(h) executes an operator the fastest.
5.3 Total Cost
As total cost, we propose 4 combinations of the costs above, combining costbw with costload or costprio
once as a product and once as weighted sum. Any of these functions is used as the cost function
in the COP and thus gets minimized by the constraint solver. These cost functions combine the
objectives to (1) reduce network load in the case of costbw , and (2a) distribute CPU load in the case
of costload , or (2b) place by priority in the case of costprio. Together they open up a two dimensional
comparison of placement decision, which relates to different application scenarios:
costloadΣ = α · costbw +
1
(
∑
o∈O loado)
2
· costload (ΣBL)
costprioΣ = α · costbw +
1
|O |
· costprio (ΣBP)
costloadΠ = costbw · costload (ΠBL)
costprioΠ = costbw · costprio (ΠBP)
Dependency among placement decisions. First, we consider functions ΣBL and ΠBL, which use
costload to capture the dependency among operator placement decisions. costload models processing
power as resource consumed by operators and therefore offers a model, which reduces local CPU
bottlenecks. In contrast, functions ΣBP and ΠBP, which use costprio, model operator placement
decisions to be independent from each other by omitting the reduction of processing capabilities
by operator execution. In turn, they are easier to apply in scenarios, where other objectives than
CPU load and network bandwidth are also relevant, e.g., if memory resources of nodes are very
heterogeneous.
Priority of objectives. In functions ΣBL and ΣBP, we combine the two considered objective
combinations with first priority on the bandwidth optimization. Therefore, the resulting placement
has always minimal bandwidth consumption according to costbw . The second priority objective
ś either costload or costprioś has only impact on deciding which of the placements with minimal
network bandwidth is chosen. This is achieved by normalizing the second priority objective to
[0, 1] and defining a coefficient α ≫ 1 for the bandwidth objective. In settings with fast network
and low or very heterogeneous CPU resources, e.g., in computing clusters or in mixed IoT and
cloud scenarios, placement based on the bandwidth objective might cause deployments with
CPU bottlenecks. ΠBL and ΠBP address this issue by assigning equal priority between the two
optimization objectives. The multiplication enables the combination of objectives with different
ranges, and was successfully used for placement before, e.g., by Pietzuch et al. (2006).
6 IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented SecQL as a domain-specific language embedded in Scala. SecQL is built on top
of i3QL (Mitschke et al. 2014), which provides syntax for SQL-like queries, local incremental data
processing and relational algebra optimizations. The syntactical correctness of queries is enforced
by the Scala type system. This applies also to expressions for selections and projections, which
are Scala functions. i3QL uses lightweight modular staging (LMS) (Rompf and Odersky 2012) in
order to inspect and edit functions. LMS also provides further optimizations, such as common
subexpression elimination. In SecQL, we use the relational algebra trees generated by i3QL and
distribute the operators, thus gaining benefits from all optimizations.
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Privacy and Distribution. Compared to i3QL, SecQL introduces permission labels and privacy
taint identifiers, which are represented by Scala objects. These objects are treated as types in the
SecQL query compilation step ś which happens at run time because of staging. The implementation
of the information-flow type system tracks the propagation of taint information in the query.
Eventually, host permissions and operator taint information are compared to check that there are
sufficient permissions to execute an operator on a host. Moreover, we added optimizations specific
to the privacy preserving placement to i3QL. For example, we reorder joins and cross products so
that operators with the same labels are grouped together. This optimization allows us to reduce
the number of remote links, because operators with the same label can all stay on the same server.
For this optimization, we use the property that joins, cross products, unions and intersections are
commutative and associative when the order of the elements in the resulting tuple is corrected
after a reordering.
We extend i3QL to compile to Akka Actors and Akka Streams (Akka 2019). All groups of one or
more connected operators in the relational algebra tree extracted from a query, which are placed
on the same node, are wrapped by an Akka Streams operator and deployed inside an actor. The
communication among actors is based on Akka Streams, which provide asynchronous messages
over TCP/IP and back-pressure control. As there are no run-time privacy checks, labels do not have
a run-time representation. However, we extended i3QL to support the additional syntax for privacy
introduced in Section 2.
Constraint-Based Optimization. We implemented the constraint-based optimization using
JaCoP (Kuchcinski and Szymanek 2017), a constraint solver library for Java which has already
been used for operator placement (Thoma et al. 2014). JaCoP supports a variety of constraints and
solving algorithms, enabling us to model constraints both in the domain of finite integers and
floating point numbers. The CSP solver works on a simplified query graph, where nodes model
operators and weighted edges model the links between operators. Operators are only defined by
their selectivity, a load property and node placement constraints.
7 EVALUATION
The evaluation answers the following research questions: (1) What is the performance of the
privacy-aware operator placements generated by SecQL? (2) How does the performance regarding
run time and system resource usage change when using different cost functions? (3) What is the
impact of an accurate system specification on the performance?
All tests are performed in the cloud with a Docker container for each node plus a container for a
controller to manage the test execution and to collect measurement data. We use Amazon Web
Services (AWS) Fargate (AWS 2019). The containers in the case study in Section 7.1 and in the
homogeneous setup Sh of the benchmark from Section 7.2 are executed on Intel Xeon E5-2670 v2
CPUs at 2.5 GHz (AWS EC2 M4). In the variable benchmark setup Sv , the containers are hosted on
Intel Xeon E5-2686 V4 CPUs at 2.3 GHz machines (AWS EC2 M3). We use different machines for
the setups due to Amazon Fargate automatically selecting instance types.
To measure the run time of a query, we take the wall-clock execution time to compute all results
of the query. We also record CPU time and memory consumption as the difference of the respective
measurements before and after query execution. We warmup the JVM processes by executing the
query once (i.e., for 1M result tuples) and resetting the system state before the measurement.
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Fig. 11. Query run times for the hospital case study.
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7.1 Hospital IT Case Study
In this Section, we study how placement decisions of SecQL affect performance in a realistic
case study. We implemented a simple hospital IT system (the query in Section 2 is from this case
study) based on the well-known HELP hospital information system (Gardner et al. 1999), originally
developed at the Department of Medical Informatics, University of Utah, and in routine use at the
Hospitals of Intermountain Health Care (IHC) in Utah, USA (OpenClinical 2004). To demonstrate
the effect of pushing selections to table nodes, the query is extended with a selection to filter tuples
in PersonDB. We evaluate the cases where the filter passes through 1% and 50% of tuples, which
we call 1%-selectivity and 50%-selectivity, respectively. We also evaluate three types of operator
placements:
select-down pushes selections down to the table hosts.
select-up pushes selections to the hosts that operate on the selection results.
all-client places the entire query on the client (only tables remain on their original hosts).
Each node is deployed into a dedicated container with 2 vCPUs and 4 GB memory on the AWS
EC2 M4 machines described above. Figure 11 shows the query run time for each placement and
filter selectivity (shorter is better). As expected, run time is shortest for select-down. In the case
of 1%-selectivity, select-down reduces run time by 89.58% compared to all-client. In the case of
50%-selectivity, select-down reduces run time by 43.32%.
Figure 12 (left) shows the CPU load of the nodes. Both select-down and select-up significantly
reduce CPU load on the client (lower average load and shorter run time). In contrast, the load on
the patient node increases because of increased serialization. Yet, data locality and local selection
before join show improvements in select-up compared to all-client. Similarly, the required CPU time
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for 1%-selectivity is much lower than for 50%-selectivity with the select-down placement, because
fewer tuples are processed, transmitted and serialized. Figure 12 (right) shows the throughput at
the input tables and result relation. The high performance of local selection in case of select-down
is confirmed by a comparatively high throughput at PatientDB and PersonDB inputs. Overall the
throughput graphs show roughly constant and time invariant processing speed of SecQL.
Figure 13 displays memory consumption. The measurements of settled memory consumption
before and after the execution memory consumption at the client is lower for select-up and
select-down by factors 2.3 and 2.4 for 50%-selectivity and factors 75.9 and 92.1 for 1%-selectivity.
The overall memory growth increased by less than 10% for 50%-selectivity, which is caused by
additional tuple copies on other nodes compared to the all-client placement. However, for 1%-
selectivity, the impact of these additional tuple copies is far less, so that an overall reduction of 31.5%
and 33.3% in memory growth was measured. We also display minimum and maximum memory
consumption (right) ś the actual consumption varies in the range between these lines because of
periodic garbage collection. The graph visualizes the decreased memory consumption on the client
node for select-up compared to all-client, which is even lower for select-down. Overall, memory
consumption grows linearly.
Discussion. The case study analyses the impact of operator placement decisions and operator se-
lectivity. The results show that concerning system throughput, CPU load and memory consumption,
good operator placement decisions improve the performance of a query in SecQL significantly. Early
reduction of the amount of data leads to better performance. Finally, SecQL resource consumption
exhibits a linear performance behavior.
7.2 Performance Benchmark
To evaluate the performance of SecQL in detail, we implement a number of queries, which we
describe in the following and refer to as the company benchmark. All queries are based on the data
model of a hypothetical manufacturing company. We use similar source data as in the industry-
standard TPC-H database benchmark (TPC 2019), such as parts, line items, and suppliers. Data is
organized into 9 tables with 4 different security domains; each query accesses at least 2 different
security domains. We do not use the original TPC-H benchmark, because it does not have security
data classification nor is it suitable for distribution and event processing. The data schema exhibits
a high degree of dependency among relations, making it hard to represent the data as independent
events occurring at various places in the distributed system, while ensuring referential transparency.
Therefore, we changed the schema by removing some of the dependencies. The benchmark queries
cover all SecQL operators, and test the following extreme cases (Flyvbjerg 2006): (i) combining
many source relations; (ii) combining aggregation, declassification, and nested queries; (iii) queries
with a large number of selections; (iv) queries yielding a large number of result tuples. In addition
to these cases, our benchmark suite includes typical business-oriented ad-hoc queries (TPC 2019).
Specifically, query Q1 selects the components of a product via a join of 3 tables; only two updates are
propagated to the result. Q2 contains multiple joins distributed across multiple hosts. Q3 combines
7 sources and requires declassification. Q4 contains multiple selections. Q5 is a nested query: the
nested query performs an aggregation followed by a declassification. Q6 computes a cross product
with many entries. Q7 evaluates the EXISTS operator, which is compiled to a join. Q8 uses the
UNION operator. Q9 uses the INTERSECT operator. Q10 stores the result on the client.
Placement and Setup. For each query, Table 1 shows the number of all possible placements without
considering privacy, and the number of placement candidates after deployment space reduction
(i.e., all possible privacy-aware placements) generated by our system. These placement candidates
define the search space of the CSP applied in the second phase of the placement algorithm.
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Table 1. Placement candidates of the company benchmark.
Query Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10
All Possible Placements 625 3,125 1,220,703,125 15,625 3,125 625 15,625 3,125 390,625 625
Privacy Preserving 40 4 8,192 160 80 625 1,000 32 256 16
For each query, we evaluate three different operator placements:
Pclient Client-only placement. All operators are on the client. Only the tables are on a remote host.
Poptimal Placement without privacy. Operators are placed according to a cost model from Section 5.
Pprivate Privacy preserving placement. Same as Poptimal, but with privacy constraints from Section 4.
Pclient is the comparison baseline, because we are not aware of any more performant system
that is close enough to SecQL to allow a sensible comparison. Related work either considers
batch processing rather than event processing or does not consider privacy constraints. Zeng et al.
(2015) chose this baseline for the same reason. To indicate the performance impact of our privacy
enforcement, we compare also with Poptimal.
Table 2. Performance benchmark setup.
Homog. Setup (Sh ) Variable Setup (Sv )
Host vCPUs memory vCPUs memory
public 2 4 GB 1 4 GB
production 2 4 GB 4 8 GB
purchasing 2 4 GB 2 4 GB
employees 2 4 GB 1 4 GB
client 2 4 GB 0.5 4 GB
We consider two different setups (Table 2). In
the homogeneous setup Sh , all nodes have the
same processing power. In the variable setup Sv ,
the nodes have different numbers of vCPUs and
sufficient memory while the client has the least
resources. To evaluate the impact of our place-
ment algorithm and privacy constraints relative
to the naive solution with all operators on the
client, we normalize measurements (run time, memory consumption, total CPU time) for Poptimal
and Pprivate such that the measurement for Pclient equals 1.0 in each case. Run time in Figure 14
measures the wall-clock execution time to compute all results of a query, total CPU time in Figure 15
(in vCPU usage) and memory consumption in Figure 16 are sums over all nodes. Each graph shows
a cost function.
Results. In most cases, all cost models achieve placements that reduce the run time and total
CPU load. Memory usage increases moderately compared to Pclient. The average results differ for
the two setups: in Sh run time reduces by 43.6% (SD 31.7%), CPU time by 40.0% (SD 33.8%) and
memory growth by 0.5% (SD 8.7%), while in Sv run time reduces by 52.0% (SD 34.3%), CPU time by
7.2% (SD 58.1%) and memory growth by 0.5% (SD 8.9%). These results show that SecQL provides on
average an improvement over Pclient, independent of the cost model. The performance of Pclient in
Sv has been worse than in Sh , because the client node only has a fourth of the processing capability.
This explains the higher performance gain for Sv which is achieved by placing operators on other
nodes. To inspect the behavior of each query ś beyond aggregate results ś we consider the two
dimensions of combined objectives (bandwidth and load vs. bandwidth and priority) and objective
priority (Σ against Π):
For queries (Q1, Q2, Q4, Q7 and Q8) decisions based on ΣBL or ΠBL perform better than ΣBP or
ΠBP, because the CPU load is distributed more uniformly. This finding is especially relevant for
Sh . The opposite holds only for Q3, where the distribution of load leads to more data transfer over
network, which results in worse performance. Yet, here also Pprivate performs better than Poptimal,
because of the imprecision of selectivity values. We expect that, with more precise values, ΣBL or
ΠBL would perform better. Nonetheless, this case exemplifies furthermore that placement of ΣBP
or ΠBP tolerates significant inaccuracies between real and estimated operator selectivity.
ΠBL andΠBP placements, where objectives are equally prioritized, often lead to better results (Q2,
Q4, Q7, Q10) than ΣBL and ΣBP, which prioritize network bandwidth reduction. Q9 is an exception
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Fig. 14. Query run time of all nodes relative to client-only placement for company benchmark.
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Fig. 15. Total CPU time across all nodes relative to client-only placement for company benchmark.
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Fig. 16. Total memory consumption for all nodes relative to client-only placement (company benchmark). 2
in Sh , because load distribution leads to higher network consumption. Also, ΠBL achieves less
optimal results for Q2 and Q8, because the load distribution leads to the placement of operators on
nodes which are neither source nor sink of the query. While this decision reduces CPU bottlenecks,
in these cases, the serialization and transmission overhead has eventually negative impact on
the overall performance. Also, ΠBP leads to worse results for Q1 and Q4, as the load distribution
improves the performance less than additional network communication reduces it.
Discussion. The measurements show that SecQL’s placement can reduce the run time by up to
97% and reduce CPU time by up to 89% compared to Pclient. The memory consumption of the entire
system during execution stays in a similar range compared to the one for client-only placement. As
expected, the evaluation shows that our performance model is sometimes not perfectly accurate.
This is the case especially in Q2, Q3, Q5 and Q7, which show better performance for Pprivate than
for the non-constrained counterpart Poptimal. These cases exhibit the largest difference between
estimated and real operator selectivity, impacting the accuracy of bandwidth for all cost functions
and for the operator load model for ΠBL and ΣBL. This relation is therefore examined next.
2Q6 and Q8 are excluded, because memory consumption does not grow significantly for their execution.
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Fig. 17. Run time: precise selectivity values relative to estimated selectivity values (company benchmark).
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Fig. 18. Memory consumption: precise selectivity relative to estimated selectivity (company benchmark). 2
7.3 Operator Selectivity
SecQL relies on a system specification, which contains information about the available resources
of a node (e.g. memory or CPU) and operator selectivity, for making optimal placement decisions.
In many application scenarios, the resources of nodes are known, but precise operator selectivity
values have to be estimated a priori. As shown in the previous Sections, a simple estimation suffices
to generate an efficient deployment. In this Section, we evaluate the effect of precise selectivity
obtained via monitoring. We assess the impact of operator selectivity values for the company
benchmark comparing the results of the estimate and the results with the monitored values.
Figure 17 and Figure 18 show run time and memory consumption for the company benchmark
with precise selectivity values relative to the estimated values from Section 7.2. The improvements
are influenced by the setups, but minimally by the cost function. The run time decreases for Sh
on average by 27% (SD 40%) and for Sv by 9% (SD 26%). In Sh twice as many executions are faster
compared to estimated selectivity values; in Sv the numbers are equal. Figure 17 shows that the
improvement is often significant, while the few changes for the worse are rather small. All tests but
the Poptimal placements of Q5 with ΠBL and ΠBP in the Sv setup are similarly fast or faster than
the client-only placement. Similar considerations apply to the total CPU time ś which we omit.
Memory consumption exhibits no difference among cost functions, but does between setups. The
measurements for Sh show a reduction of memory growth on average by 5% (SD 9%) and for Sv by
only 1% (SD 5%). In Sh the memory growth is reduced 3-times more often than increased and twice
as often reduced in Sv .
Discussion. Our experiments show that precise selectivity values improve the performance of
placements for all cost functions. This is explained by the fact that all cost functions, to different
extents, include costbw , which is heavily influenced by selectivity values. In a few cases, performance
slightly degrades, because our models are approximate, e.g., the definition of data(o) assumes that
input relations produce similar numbers of events. The results also show that the impact of the
precision depends on the setup configuration. This has to be noticed in the context that, with
estimated values, placement achieves better results in Sv than in Sh (Section 7.2), hence the room
for improvement of run time is bigger in Sh , with precise selectivity.
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(orange: Poptimal, red: Pprivate), setup and selectivity value precision relative to Pclient.
7.4 Evaluation Summary
Figure 19 shows an average comparison among the cost model functions in all tested setups. The
performance for the private case is often similar to the optimal case. The total required CPU time
of a deployment heavily depends on the amount of data sent over the network. Therefore, Pprivate
requires mostly less CPU time than Poptimal because of the privacy restrictions, which lead to
less data transmission between hosts. The measurements confirm that network transmission is
in most cases the reason for higher run times, even if in all tests the network is fast. For worse
connections, e.g., over the Internet, this factor would increase even more. For this reason, in many
cases, the bandwidth reduction without any additional objective leads already to comparatively
good placements as ΣBP in Sh shows. The similar average performance over all queries for all cost
functions confirms that ś otherwise we would see a significant difference between ΠBP and ΣBP in
Sh (model reduction to bandwidth reduction only) compared to the other tests. Yet, the difference
among queries might be significant: ΠBL achieves better load distribution when simple bandwidth
reduction leads to local CPU bottlenecks. The average results show that the precision of operator
selectivity has strong impact on our model’s performance.
When operator selectivity is uncertain, the cost function ΣBP generally leads to better placements
with decisions that are easier to understand. On the other hand, ΠBL or ΣBL lead to more efficient
placements, e.g., if local CPU bottlenecks are present. ΠBL and ΠBP, model equal objective priority.
They should be applied with care if the selectivity values are estimated. These cost functions might
compromise too much on the central bandwidth objective, hindering performance.
Although our models do not guarantee best performance in all cases, we consider it as a more
realistic placement solution than a more accurate performance model. We believe that approximate
models are more likely to be applied in practice, since a perfect model becomes inaccurate as soon
as the system evolves.
8 RELATED WORK
Privacy in Big Data. Recent research has addressed the issue of confidentiality in big data systems.
An overview of the most recent development is given by Derbeko et al. (2016).
Sen et al. (2014) propose a workflow for enforcing privacy policies in big data systems. Similar
to our proposal, users specify privacy requirements for data streams and access rights for nodes.
However, the goal is not to find a proper placement but check that the big data processing system
does not violate a policy. GUARDMR (Ulusoy et al. 2015) is a framework that enforces security
policies at the key-value level in MapReduce (Dean and Ghemawat 2010). Authorized views of the
target dataset are expressed in the object constraint language (OCL). The implementation of the
policies is automatically generated and integrated in the system via aspect weaving using AspectJ.
In contrast to our work placement is defined by the MapReduce scheduler and is not driven by
privacy enforcement.
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A number of systems have been designed to operate both on the private cloud for security reasons
and on a public one to improve performance in the case of non sensitive data. HybrEx (Ko et al.
2011) assigns MapReduce computations to hosts based on data sensitivity. In HybrEx, data is divided
into sensitive and non-sensitive data, which are sent to public clouds, respectively, private cloud.
Sedic (Zhang et al. 2011) automatically partitions MapReduce jobs by following security levels of
data and distributes jobs between private and public clouds. Code analysis and transformation is
used to reduce communication between the public and the private cloud. SEMROD (Oktay et al.
2015) overcomes Sedic’s limitation of shifting all reducers to private machines employing schedulers
that can assign jobs on non-sensitive data to the public cloud even in the reduce phase.
Several approaches exploit partial homomorphic encryption to enable query processing on
encrypted data in the cloud (Popa et al. 2011; Tetali et al. 2013). Others (Arasu et al. 2013; Bajaj and
Sion 2014) use trusted hardware to process database queries in a protected environment. These
approaches are promising, but performance overhead and/or costs of trusted hardware are very high,
which makes the privacy-aware operator placements a valuable alternative to consider. MONOMI
(Tu et al. 2013) addresses performance issues with homomorphic encryption by introducing split
client/server execution of complex queries: as much of the query as is practical over encrypted data
is performed on the server, the remaining components are performed on a trusted client, which
decrypts data and processes queries normally. None of the above systems support information-flow
analysis or placement for aggregated data belonging to multiple security classes and only separate
between public and private data.
The ideas above are also applied to the evaluation of distributed SQL-like queries: Oktay et al.
(2017) split an acyclic queryQ on private and public data in a hybrid cloud into the subqueriesQpriv
and Qpub. These subqueries are evaluated independently, but the system attempts to execute the
maximum amount of work of Q with Qpub which only requires public data, allowing its execution
on a cheap and scalable public cloud. In contrast, Qpriv has to be evaluated on expensive trusted
resources. Finally, the results are merged to obtain the result of Q . This approach only supports
two security classes which can be defined for relation attributes or sets of tuples. While Oktay
et al. (2017) consider only two privacy levels, Zeng et al. (2015) enable defining policies pairwise
between multiple authorities, supporting a query plan generation algorithm for distributed multi-
party queries. The algorithm generates optimized distributed queries, enforces the necessary
access restrictions and also keeps the authorizations themselves confidential. Other work focuses
on centralized query planning with attribute-level authorizations for distributed multi-provider
setups (De Capitani di Vimercati et al. 2017). The only encrypted authorization mode enables access
to an on-the-fly encrypted version of data to support secure operations on encrypted data for
authorities that are not fully trusted, e.g., in cloud scenarios. Authorizations are enforced after
query optimization, by integrating them into the physical plan generation. Such separation of
optimization and privacy enforcement can lead to non-optimal placement decisions. Therefore,
Dimitrova et al. (2019) embed the privacy enforcement into the optimization phase. This approach
achieves better placement decisions as well as reduced optimization cost through early pruning
of query plans, which violate privacy constraints. In contrast to all the solutions above, SecQL
leverages programming language techniques and enables reasoning about privacy preservation
based on the syntactic structure of the query.
ZQL (Fournet et al. 2013) is a compiler for privacy-preserving data processing expressed in a
subset of SQL. Server-side computations are performed at the client that owns the data and the
integrity of the computations/results is ensured by cryptographic protocols such as zero-knowledge
proofs. ZQL addresses an orthogonal problem to ours. All operators are placed in one host (the
host that owns all the data sources) and no algorithm for privacy-aware distributed placement is
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provided. On the other hand, our approach does not address the integrity of the distributed partial
computations and could be combined with ZQL to do so.
Information-Flow Policies. Access control protects confidential data: documents and entities
(physical person, user, process, etc.) are assigned a security class. Access to a resource is granted,
depending on the matching of security classes. In Bell-LaPadula (Bell and LaPadula 1973), security
classes are ordered and a user may only read documents with equal or lower security class than
his clearance (no read up). As information can be leaked by copying secret data to unclassified
documents available to users with low clearance, write down is also prohibited.
Denning (1976) has generalized the multi-level security model (i.e., an ordered set of classes) to
a lattice. Values and variables are assigned a security class. Information flows from a variable x
to a variable y whenever information stored in x is transferred to, or used to derive information
transferred to, y (Denning and Denning 1977). Goguen and Meseguer have introduced the concept
of noninterference to formally state that a program does not leak data (Goguen and Meseguer
1982). For any class, any information in a higher class should not interfere with any value in a
lower class. Volpano et al. (1996) propose a minimal programming language with a sound secure
flow type system: programs can be type checked for secure information flow ahead of execution.
Types encode the security class of variables and the clearance of programming language constructs.
Typing rules check that there are no prohibited flows.
Language-integrated Policies. JFlow (Myers 1999) applies these principles to Java. Values are
statically labeled with a security class. The compiler can erase most of the security labels when
translating to Java code, resulting in minimal run-time overhead. More recent work includes
formalisation of dynamic flow policies (Broberg and Sands 2006), tracking data flow across the
application-database interface (e.g., by Schoepe et al. (2014)) and policy agnostic programming (Yang
et al. 2016) to factor out information policies allowing programmers to implement them only once
instead of repeatedly check them across the code. Our approach builds on work in information
flow control but enforces flow control via deployment on a distributed system rather than via
dynamically or statically checking a policy.
Secure Program Partitioning (Zdancewic et al. 2001) is a method to enforce system-wide security
policies. In this approach, the code and data of the computation are partitioned across the available
hosts in accordance with a security specification. In a follow up work (Zheng et al. 2003), this
mechanism in complemented with the use of replication to ensure integrity ś compromising data
requires to compromise all replicas. Fabric (Liu et al. 2017) is a fully decentralized distributed
system that integrates information and computation from independent administrative domains
with different security requirements. Fabric tackles a number of new problems compared to the
approaches above, including mobile code, and distributed transactions over mutually not trusting
hosts. In contrast to our approach, these systems do not target event streams and distributed
SQL-like queries, they do not perform run-time optimizations (enabled by LMS in SecQL) and do
not allow reasoning about optimal performance of alternative deployment strategies as our cost
optimization phase does.
The work by Farnan et al. (2010) tackles the problem of leaking query information (rather than
data information, like in our case). Query leaking can occur when a subtree is offloaded to other
hosts. Because they receive a (sub)query, such hosts may gain information about the original query.
We consider this work complementary to ours. Combining the two is a promising line of future
work, as such combination would enable reasoning about data privacy and query privacy together.
Previous research has investigated mechanisms to reason about declassification. Zdancewic (2013)
proposes to add to security labels łintegrity labelsž that specify a degree of trust in data to ensure
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that the decision to do the declassification is sufficiently trusted. Cruz et al. (2017) propose a type-
based approach to declassification in an object-oriented setting which integrates the solution above
with OO programming, defining a simple notion of label ordering based on subtyping, supporting
recursive declassification policies, and enabling modular reasoning for relaxed noninterference.
We believe that our type system can be easily extended with the additional labelling mechanisms
above. The placement space reduction phase in our work would then not only generate candidate
deployment where privacy is enforced, but also deployments with a sufficient trust level.
Operator Placement. The operator placement problem consists of finding the best host on which
each operator should be deployed in a distributed system by maximizing a certain metric, such as
throughput (Cugola and Margara 2013; Lakshmanan et al. 2008). Previous research proposed to
distribute operators to achieve load balancing for streaming systems in a cluster (Cherniack et al.
2003). The PIER distributed database relies on an overlay network where operators are assigned to
hosts via random selection (Huebsch et al. 2003). More recent approaches are based on an abstract
representation of the network to account for latency between hosts in the model. Since latency
becomes a large factor in the Internet (in contrast to dedicated clusters), this solution enables
placement for streaming systems on world-scale networks. An example of such algorithms using
decentralized, dynamic optimization decisions is (Pietzuch et al. 2006). Similar to our approach these
systems adopt operators as the deployment unit. To reduce the load of the placement algorithm,
Zhou et al. propose a coarser granularity (Zhou et al. 2006) and deploy query fragments, i.e., groups
of operators. AdaptiveCEP (Weisenburger et al. 2017) enables developers to define their own
placement strategies. In contrast to theses solutions and others (Tian and DeWitt 2003; Xing et al.
2005) we adopt static operator placement because we derive placement from privacy constraints
which are statically defined.
Query Languages. While SecQL is limited to the essential relational algebra operators, many
query languages, e.g., T-SQL for MS SQL Server, offer a number of additional features. Our language
is easier to study and it is close to the formalization we propose in this paper. Yet, additional features
can raise new issues. For aggregation operations, if these introduce closed sets on the stream, they
can become applicable even without the need to send incremental updates to the result stream.
Without incremental updates or closed sets, result information could never be released, because
results might change when additional input information arrives. Procedural programming features
are currently only available in the expressions for selection and projection and could be part of
aggregation, too. For these features, the privacy level would be over-approximated in the current
system. Results are only sent to hosts that have sufficient permissions for all input source data, even
if the applied logic would permit safely reducing the privacy level of the results. SecQL could benefit
here from other work, e.g., on disclosure-lattices-based analyses (Bender et al. 2014; Guarnieri et al.
2019). Another language feature to consider is recursion, which poses a conceptual challenge for
the denotation of SecQL, because it requires the fixpoint semantics to be well founded.
9 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a novel approach to reason about deployment, privacy, and optimiza-
tion in distributed query processing systems based on programming language techniques for
information-flow control. Our main contribution is a two-step operator placement algorithm. The
first step, placement space reduction, is formulated as a program transformation that we prove
complete and secure according to an information-flow type system. The second step, cost model
placement, supports reasoning and optimization based on performance metrics. The evaluation
shows that our approach is effective in improving the performance of a distributed application
while preserving privacy requirements.
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Appendix A PROOFS
A.1 Type-Preserving Transformation
Proof for 4.7. We use induction on the derivations of the placement algorithm (Figure 10).
Case Tr-Table. A table is transformed into itself, hence it has the same type.
Case Tr-UnOp1. From the rule, we know that P,C ⊢ unOp(q, e) ❀ unOp(q′, e) | h for some
h. From the induction hypothesis, we know that P,C ⊢ q ❀ q′ | h is type preserving. The
transformation of Tr-UnOp1 does not change the unOp term, but only substitutes an expression
with the same type: The type is preserved. Tr-BinOp-1 is analogous.
Case Tr-UnOp-2. The transformation adds the remote() term. For the induction hypothesis,
P,C ⊢ q ❀ q′ |h is type preserving.T-Remote tells us that if P,C ⊢ q : T then P,C ⊢ remote(h′,q) : T .
Again, the transformation substitutes an expression with the same type into a term that does not
change: The type is preserved. Tr-BinOp-2, Tr-BinOp-3 and Tr-BinOp-4 are analogous. □
A.2 Sound Deployment
Proof for 4.8.We start showing that the deployment is secure. By induction on the derivations of
the placement algorithm (Figure 10).
Case Tr-Table. In this case, the query is tableref(x, h). The deployment is secure because T-Table
ensures that C(x) = T and taint(T ) ⊆ P(h).
Case Tr-UnOp1. By the induction hypothesis h is a sound deployment for q′ : T , hence
taint(T ) ⊆ P(h). Because of the premise of the theorem, the term unOp(q, e) is well typed.
From Theorem 4.7, we know that the type of unOp(q, e) and unOp(q′, e) is the same. Since
unOp ∈ {select, project, declass}, we have three different possibile type rules for unOp: (1) In the
case of select, we know that select(q, e) has been typed with T-Select. From T-Select, we know that
P,C ⊢ select(q, e) : T +A, whereA = taintOfBase(e,T ). Note that taintOfBase(e,T ) ⊆ taint(T ) and
thus taint(T+A) = taint(T ). Since taint(T ) ⊆ P(h), then taint(T+A) ⊆ P(h). Because of Theorem 4.7,
the type of the transformed term is the same, andA = T we know that h is a feasible deployment for
select(q′, e). (2) In the case of project, we know that project(q, e) has been typed with T-Project.
From T-Project, we have C ⊢ project(q, e) : T ′, where T ′ = {l : Sl}l∈fields(R). From taint(R.l) = ∅
and T-Proj, we know that taint(Sl) = taint(Al), where Al = taintOfBase(λv . e(v).l, T ). We know
that taintOfBase(λv . e(v).l, T ) ⊆ taint(T ), thus taint(Sl) ⊆ taint(T ) and taint(T ′) ⊆ taint(T ). Since
taint(T ) ⊆ P(h), then T ′ ⊆ P(h). Because of Theorem 4.7, the type of the transformed term is the
same, and T ′ ⊆ P(h) we know that h is a feasible deployment for project(q′, e). (3) The last case
declass is analogous to select.
Case Tr-BinOp-1, Tr-BinOp-2, Tr-BinOp-3, Tr-BinOp-4. For all four rules, the induction hypoth-
esis states that h1 is a sound deployment for q′1 : T1, and h2 is a sound deployment for q
′
2 : T2, hence,
taint(T1) ⊆ P(h1) and taint(T2) ⊆ P(h2). Using Theorem 4.7, we can know more about T1 and T2 by
looking at how binOp(q1,q2) is typed. As binOp ∈ {crossProduct, union, intersect, difference}, we
have four cases: P,C ⊢ crossProduct(q1,q2) : T1 ∪ T2, P,C ⊢ union(q1,q2) : T1 ⊎ T2,
P,C ⊢ intersect(q1,q2) : T1 ⊎ T2 and P,C ⊢ difference(q1,q2) : T1 ⊎ T2. Theorem 4.7 tells us
that these properties hold for the transformed term binOp(q′1,q
′
2) too. In the case of Tr-BinOp-1,
h1 = h2. In the notation, we use h1 in the rest. The induction hypothesis becomes: h1 is a sound
deployment for q′1 : T1, and h1 is a sound deployment for q
′
2 : T2, hence, taint(T1) ⊆ P(h1) and
taint(T2) ⊆ P(h1). But then taint(T1 ∪T2) ⊆ P(h1) and taint(T1 ⊎T2) ⊆ P(h1). Hence, h1 is a secure
deployment for binOp(q′1,q
′
2). In the case of Tr-BinOp-3 (Tr-BinOp-2 is symmetrical), we know
that P,C ⊢ q1 : T1, taint(T1) ⊆ P(h2), and P,C ⊢ q1 ❀ q′1 | h1. From Theorem 4.7, we get that
P,C ⊢ q′1 : T1 (similarly P,C ⊢ q
′
2 : T2). Now, T-Remote tells us that P,C ⊢ remote(h2,q
′
1) : T1.
Now, similar to the previous case, binOp ∈ {crossProduct, union, intersect, difference}. But then,
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taint(T1 ∪T2) ⊆ P(h2) and taint(T1 ⊎T2) ⊆ P(h2), because we know taint(T1) ⊆ P(h2) from the rule.
Following the same consideration as before, h2 is a secure deployment for binOp(q′1,q
′
2). Finally,
the case Tr-BinOp-4 is similar to the previous case except that reasoning must be applied to both
q′1 and q
′
2 and h
′ is selected such that P(h′) ⊇ taint(T1) ∪ taint(T2). Tr-UnOp-2 is analogous.
We now show that the deployment is valid. The proof proceeds by induction on the derivations
of the placement algorithm (Figure 10).
Case Tr-Table. The deployment is valid, because the table is placed on its defined host h.
Case Tr-UnOp-1. By induction, the deployment of q′ is valid with d(q′) = h for some h. From
the inference rule, we know that d(q′) = d(unOp(q′, e)) = h. Hence (iii) holds. Tr-BinOp-1 is
analogous.
Case Tr-BinOp-2. By induction, the deployment d is valid for q′1 and q
′
2. As d is valid and from
the inference rule, we have d(q′1) = h1 and d(q
′
2) = h2. Further, the deployment produced by
the placement algorithm has d(remote(h1,q′2)) = h1. Hence, d is valid for remote(h1,q
′
2), since
(ii) holds. Since, d is also valid for q1 (from the induction hypothesis), we conclude that d is
valid for q = binOp(q′1, remote(h1,q
′
2)) as (iii) holds. Tr-UnOp-2, Tr-BinOp-3 and Tr-BinOp-4 are
analogous. □
A.3 Complete Deployment
Proof for 4.9. By contradiction inspecting the rules in Figure 10 showing that if the premises of the
theorem hold, the algorithm does not get stuck. We proceed by induction on the derivations of the
placement algorithm (Figure 10) and assume that the algorithm did not get stuck until the previous
step.
Case Tr-Table. Base case, there are no premises in the rule ś hence, this step cannot get stuck.
Case Tr-UnOp-1. By the induction hypothesis the premise holds.
Case Tr-UnOp-2. See Tr-UnOp-1 as we can always apply that rule instead.
CaseTr-BinOp-1,Tr-BinOp-2 andTr-BinOp-3. The premises P,C ⊢ q1 ❀ q′1 |h1 and P,C ⊢ q2 ❀
q′2 |h2 hold by induction. P,C ⊢ q2 : T2 and P,C ⊢ q1 : T1 hold by hypothesis of the theorem. The other
premises in the three rules cover all cases except for h1 , h2, taint(T1) ⊈ P(h2), taint(T2) ⊈ P(h1),
which we cover in the next case.
Case Tr-BinOp-4. We have four cases of typing binOp(q1,q2): P,C ⊢ crossProduct(q1,q2) : T1∪T2,
P,C ⊢ union(q1,q2) : T1 ⊎T2, P,C ⊢ intersect(q1,q2) : T1 ⊎T2 and P,C ⊢ difference(q1,q2) : T1 ⊎T2.
Since taint(T ) = taint(T1 ∪ T2) = taint(T1 ⊎ T2) = taint(T1) ∪ taint(T2), and by the definition
of feasible P we know that P,C ⊢ binOp(q1,q2) : T and ∃h.taint(T ) ⊆ P(h). We conclude that
∃h′ ∈ P s .t . P(h′) ⊇ taint(T1) ∪ taint(T2). □
A.4 Semantics Preservation
Proof for 4.10. By induction over the structure of the query, showing that the denotation (Figure 6) for
the last step does not change.Tr-Table,Tr-UnOp-1 andTr-BinOp-1, do not change the query, so the
theorem trivially holds. Tr-UnOp-2, Tr-BinOp-2, Tr-BinOp-3 and Tr-BinOp-4 introduce remote()
terms that do not change the denotation of the query: Jremote(h,q)KR = λρ.{JqKR (ρ)}. □
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